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Is your Compaq computer or laptop struggling with performance? Or applications or files are
becoming unresponsive? Or the Compaq printer is not working up to the mark? But you are in
dilemma as where to get Compaq technical support from, as the brand has shut down its shutter a
decade back. No matter HP took over the regime from then, so it owns the official responsibility for
the smooth performance of the Compaq products as well, but it is so mounted with products and
services that sometimes, you may find it difficult to get in contact with its tech support portal on real-
time basis.

Thanks to the emergence of independent service providers that has eased the job. Wherever you
are, the service covers you from top to bottom with full length. Considering the large consumer-base
of Compaq they have readily incorporated the Compaq Help and Support service in their curriculum.
Experts are ready to deliver instant support regarding computer setup, printer setup, software
installation and update, Internet setup and networking, email setup and configuration, apart from the
repair and troubleshooting service. Either call or raise an email request, you can expect a prompt
revert from your vendor. Their scope of service is quite broad neither restricted by software type nor
by warranty-period.

To exploit the popularity of the Compaq worldwide, HP the current owner of the brand is continuing
with a few of the Compaq product series such as Presario along with HP Care Pack service that
promises on-site Compaq Technical Support service too apart from the convenient 24/7 support
through phone or email. So, nothing stops you from getting the best Compaq machine but
remember not to ignore Compaq reviews offered by tech media and customers. Look for the one
with better features, design, price and performance and match with your lifestyle and requirement.

Businesses with their root in remote tech support are also emphasizing on the concept of home PC
repair, and thatâ€™s why they are incorporating knowledgebase, video tutorials, app center to pamper
their users. Thus, you can get your Compaq machine repaired without spending a single buck.
Depending upon the problem, you can search for the respective solution and take help from the
videos. Even more participate in Compaq support number forum and share problems and solutions
on a wide platform; follow tech support vendors on social networks like Facebook and Twitter to get
quick solution. General troubleshooting based on self-experience can fix problems with the Compaq
machine. To resolve Windows related problems you can count on the Windows Repair Utility that
offered a range of tools to fix diverse problems.

After gaining professional expertise, you can proceed with the advanced troubleshooting that
exploits Windows Event Viewer and Registry Settings, which are often termed as the pulse monitor
of your system.

Proactive maintenance and repair is also essential for the sound performance of any Compaq
machine. Periodically you should scan it for viruses and malware. Download Microsoft Safety
Scanner or Security Essentials which is a free downloadable security tool. Put your security
software configured as per vendor specification to exploit the built-in features and check malware
intrusions on real time.

Set up automatic update for Windows, turn on Windows Firewall, enable Internet Explorerâ€™s privacy
settings, and listen to User Account Control (UAC), to keep enjoying the hassle-free and secure
computing experience.
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